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Molecular simulations are conducted to determine the limits of miscibility of a valence force field
model for zinc-blende-structured In12x2yGaxAl yN semiconductor alloys. The transition matrix
Monte Carlo method is used to calculate the free energy of the model alloys as a function of
temperature and alloy composition~considering bothx andy ranging from zero to unity!. Analysis
of the free-energy surface provides values for the upper critical solution temperature of the ternary
alloys: InGaN~1550 K!, InAlN ~2700 K!, and GaAlN~195 K!. The miscibility envelope of the
quaternary alloy is determined at 773 K and 1273 K. The excess properties of the mixtures are
calculated, and it is found that the excess entropy is negligible, and the excess enthalpy is nearly
independent of temperature. Consequently, regular-solution theory provides a good description of
the thermodynamic properties of the alloys, and comparison of the simulation results with the phase
behavior previously reported using regular-solution theory finds good agreement. Structural
properties of the ternary compounds are examined in terms of the local compositions. For InGaN it
is found ~surprisingly! that there is a slight preference for In atoms to have Ga atoms rather than
other In atoms as neighbors, in comparison to a random mixture. The two other ternary compounds
exhibit the expected behavior, in which the~small! deviations from random mixing tend to favor
segregation of like atoms. Among the ternaries, GaAlN is found to show the greatest deviations from
random mixing. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1728317#

I. INTRODUCTION

AlN, GaN, and InN and their solutions are wide band
gap semiconductors, which crystallize in both the cubic zinc
blende structure as well as the hexagonal wurtzite structure.
The ternary alloys InGaN, InAlN, and GaAlN and the qua-
ternary alloy InGaAlN exhibit a wide range of band gap
energies, varying with the composition and covering almost
the entire visible spectrum while extending into the ultravio-
let region. InGaN can be used in the manufacture of lasers
and light-emitting diodes~Ref. 1! that can emit in the violet
or blue wavelengths. However, the large lattice mismatch
between the InN lattice and GaN lattice, which is of the order
of 11%, causes difficulties in the growth of this alloy. InAlN
alloys have a wide range of band gap energies that match
almost the entire solar spectrum and can be used in the de-
velopment of solar cells with 50% efficiency.2,3 This com-
pound also is difficult to grow and characterize owing to the
large mismatch of the InN and AlN lattices. It has been ob-
served experimentally3,4 that, with the exception of GaAlN,
the large lattice mismatches between the constituent binary
compounds cause phase separation in the alloys through
much of the composition range at the common growth tem-
peratures. This behavior can have a great impact on the
manufacture and performance of these materials.

Equilibrium thermodynamic phase behavior is more rel-
evant to growth using metal-organic chemical vapor deposi-
tion as compared to molecular beam epitaxy, but regardless it
is helpful to understand the stability of these systems with
respect to demixing, even if they are not able to equilibrate.

It is difficult to quantify the phase behavior experimentally,
and consequently modeling studies have been applied to help
to characterize it. Molecular simulation5 is a good tool to
apply for this purpose, but as of yet it has not been used to
examine the phase and structural properties of these com-
pounds. The present work aims to fill this void, and expands
on our recent work focusing on miscibility in the InGaN
system.6

The phase behavior is summarized in a miscibility
diagram.7 A key point on the diagram is the upper critical
solution temperature~UCST!, above which the solid solution
is miscible in all proportions. Below this temperature, phase
separation occurs such that over a temperature-dependent
range of composition the stable system is one having two
coexisting phases of different composition. Consequently
there is a limit to the maximum amount of constituents that
can be incorporated into each alloy while retaining its ther-
modynamic stability. It is useful to know the limits of stabil-
ity for a given temperature. Also of interest are local compo-
sitions at various alloy compositions, which can also be
determined from simulation. Local compositions describe the
chemical environment around each atom. In therandom mix-
ture, the probability that a neighboring atom is of a particular
type given simply by the bulk mole fraction of the compo-
nents. Deviations from this behavior indicate composition
inhomogeneities, which can have a disproportionate effect on
electronic properties.

The approach taken in this work uses the empirical va-
lence force field~VFF! model8 as the interaction potential
between constituent atoms, to which molecular simulation
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methods are applied to calculate rigorously the limits of sta-
bility of the solid solutions, and their structural properties, as
a function of temperature. We begin with a review of the
VFF model and prior efforts to establish its miscibility be-
havior using approximate techniques.

A. Valence force field potential model

For III-V alloy systems, the lattice constants of the bi-
nary constituents are different, and when these constituents
are mixed there arises a strain due to lattice mismatch. This
microscopic strain energy is represented in the empirical
VFF model. In this study, the VFF strain energy is taken as
the interatomic potential between a central N atom and its
four Al, In, and/or Ga neighbors in the cubic zinc blende
structure. The VFF model is the sum of two-body and three-
body contributions that take into consideration the bond
stretching and bond bending, respectively,8
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wheredi is the vector~of magnitudedi) between the central
N atom and a corner atom in the tetrahedron,di0 is the equi-
librium bond length in the corresponding binary compound,
a is the bond-stretching force constant, andb is the bond-
bending force constant. For a perfect, undistorted InN, AlN,
or GaN crystal, Em50. Model constants for different
components9 are summarized in Table I.

B. Regular-solution theory

It is not a simple matter to establish the bulk-phase prop-
erties of a system that is specified in terms of a molecular
model. No fully realistic system is completely solvable in
this regard, so the development of statistical-thermodynamic
models requires the application of an approximate treatment
to the ~already approximate! molecular model. One of the
simplest such approaches for mixtures is the regular-solution
theory, which was first applied to semiconductor systems by
Ho and Stringfellow10 and variations have subsequently been
considered by others.11 Regular-solution theory is a thermo-
dynamic model in which the central approximation is the
neglect of the excess entropy and volume of mixing.7,12 It
therefore equates the excess Gibbs free energy—which is
needed to evaluate the miscibility behavior—to the excess
enthalpy. The regular-solution model can be derived from the
assumption of random mixing.

For the general quaternary compound GaxAl yInzN ~such
that x1y1z51) the Gibbs free energy of mixing

DGM5DHM2TDSM5G2~xGGaN1yGAlN1zGInN!
~2!

is approximated as follows:

DGM /N5VGaAlxy1VGaInxz1VAlInyz

1kT~x ln x1y ln y1z ln z!, ~3!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,N is
the number of atoms, andVAB is the regular-solution model
interaction parameter for the ABN ternary. In Eq.~2!, G is
the Gibbs energy of the mixture, andGA is the value for the
pure component AN. In Eq.~3!, the first three terms are the
enthalpy of mixingDHM from the regular-solution model
and the last term is the entropy of mixingDSM assuming a
completely random distribution of Ga, Al, and In atoms.
Models for the three ternaries are obtained as special cases in
which one of the mole fractions~xyz! is zero.

Depending on the nature of the system, the excess en-
thalpy can be estimated in a variety of ways. In the approach
taken by Ho and Stringfellow,9,10 it is given in terms of the
zero-temperature strain energy associated with the replace-
ment of one atom in a pure nitride crystal with a different,
solute atom. In response to the substitution, atoms as far as
the sixth nearest neighbor are allowed to relax to an energy
minimum. This energy will necessarily be larger than the
energy of the perfect crystal~which is zero for this model!,
and the difference is used for the calculation of the interac-
tion parameterV ~e.g.,VGaAl is obtained by changing a Ga
atom to Al in an otherwise pure GaN crystal!. This treatment
is appropriate only for very dilute alloys, and accordingly Ho
and Stringfellow consider the strain energies for the two in-
finitely dilute limits, and average these values to arrive at a
value ofV for the system.

There are three approximations involved in the modeling
undertaken by Ho and Stringfellow: first is the VFF molecu-
lar model to characterize lattice strain for different composi-
tions; second is the evaluation of the excess enthalpy in
terms of the zero-temperature strain energy; and third is the
neglect of the excess entropy and volume in describing the
mixtures ~regular solution!. The present study aims to pro-
vide information that permits these approximations to be
evaluated independently, so that the strengths and weak-
nesses of the Ho-Stringfellow approach can be identified.
The Ho-Stringfellow study examined alloys in the cubic zinc
blende structure, and to allow a proper comparison of their
work we examine systems with this symmetry too. Wurtzite
is the more common form for these materials, but at the level
of detail afforded by the VFF model, it is not expected that
the behavior of interest here will be greatly different for the
two morphologies. In the following section we describe the
simulation methods employed in this work, and in Sec. III
we present and discuss the results. Section IV provides con-
cluding remarks.

TABLE I. Parameters for the valence force field model~Ref. 9!.

System
d0

~Å!
a

~N/m! b/a

AlN 4.38 86.53 0.1653
GaN 4.52 81.09 0.1500
InN 4.98 63.58 0.1266
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II. SIMULATION METHODS

Determining of the miscibility behavior of the solid so-
lution by molecular simulation is accomplished by evaluat-
ing the mixture free energy as a function of composition. The
advantage of applying molecular simulation for this task is
that it is capable of providing essentially exact values of the
free energy for the given molecular model. Nevertheless,
free-energy measurement by molecular simulation can be
difficult, and we have considered several approaches to this
problem. We have found it effective and feasible to map the
entire free-energy surface over all compositions for several
temperatures, and from this we can apply a minimization
criterion to locate the UCST and the miscibility limits of
solutions at temperatures below it. We have focused in addi-
tion on the limits of infinite dilution, and have applied addi-
tional methods to characterize the free energy in these re-
gimes.

A. Transition matrix Monte Carlo method

The primary technique used in our calculations is the
transition matrix Monte Carlo~TMMC! method13–15 in the
semigrand isothermal-isobaric ensemble.16,17 This ensemble
is formulated to permit fluctuations in composition at fixed
number of atomsN; its partition functionY is a function ofT,
P, j1 , andj2 , wherej i is the fugacity fraction of component
i17,18 andP is the pressure. In this ensemble, the probability
to observe the system to have a given composition is~at a
specifiedT andP!

P~N1 ,N2 ;j1j2 ,N!}D~N1 ,N2 ;N!~12j12j2!N2N12N2

3j1
N1j2

N2/Y~j1 ,j2!, ~4!

where D(N1 ,N2 ; N)5exp@2bG(N1,N2;N)# is the ~canoni-
cal! isothermal-isobaric partition function, related to the
Gibbs free energyG of the mixture, and which serves as the
density of states for the semigrand ensemble; alsob
51/kT. The TMMC method provides information that per-
mits evaluation of the probability distributionP, which then
provides the Gibbs free energy of the mixture via these for-
mulas.

In the TMMC method,13–15 as the name suggests, the
raw data are the elements of a transition matrix, each element
describing the probability that a semigrand Monte Carlo
~MC! trial will move the system from one composition to
another. The limiting distribution that corresponds to the
measured transition-probability matrix is the density of
states. TMMC methods seem to have some advantages over
visited-state techniques for evaluation of the density of
states. The relative merits of these approaches have been
discussed in detail elsewhere.14,15,19 We briefly review the
steps involved in the application of the TMMC method for
the system of interest here.

We define a macrostateS of our system in terms of the
number of atomsS5$NGa,NAl ,NIn%, and we recognize that
each macrostate is consistent with a large number of possible
microstatess(rN,S), which are further distinguished by the
detailed arrangement~coordinatesrN) of the atoms in the
system volume. Any MC trials→s8 results in the attempted
transition between two macrostatesS→S8, including the

case in whichS85S ~i.e., the case in which the mixture
composition does not change!. A given trial is accepted with
probability a(s→s8)5min@1,p(s8)/p(s)#, where p(s) is
the probability to observe microstates in the semigrand
ensemble.5,17 In the TMMC procedure, a collection matrixC
is updated after each step~regardless of acceptance! as fol-
lows: C(S→S8)5C(S→S8)1a(s→s8) and C(S→S)
5C(S→S)112a(s→s8). The macrostate transition prob-
abilities are obtained at any time by normalizing the collec-
tion matrix with respect to all target states. We attempt only
moves in which one atom~at most! changes its species iden-
tity, ~causing one of theNi to be incremented by 1 while
another is decremented!. This feature simplifies the process
of solving for the limiting distributionP(S).15 Once it is
determined, the Gibbs free energy as a function of composi-
tion can be evaluated using Eq.~4!. For simulations of the
larger systems we found it helpful to restrict the composition
to ‘‘windows’’ of width DN532, limiting the range of values
that the number of atoms of a species can fluctuate. Data
collected within each window can be easily combined with
other window data to get the full transition-probability ma-
trix.

MC simulations were conducted in the semigrand
isothermal-isobaric ensemble where the trial moves include
atom displacement trials, volume change trials, and identity
change trials with the frequency ratioN:1:N. Equal fugacity
fractions were used for all species. The ternary systems were
simulated using 216 particles~108 nitrogen and 108 Ga/Al/
In!. Each simulation was conducted for 153106 MC trials,
and the TMMC weights~applied to promote even sampling
of the compositions! were updated every 106 steps. Finite-
size effects were assessed by doing simulations for a 512-
particle InGaN system at temperatures of 600 K, 1000 K,
and 1600 K. These simulations were carried out for 30
3106 steps, and windowing was applied for the TMMC
method. No appreciable size effects were observed and
hence, for the other two alloys, viz., AlInN and GaAlN, only
simulations with 216 particles were conducted.

For the quaternary alloy GaxAl yInzN, the simulations
were performed for a 512-particle system with 303106 MC
steps being used to determine the extensive Gibbs free en-
ergy as a function of composition. Windows were used in
each simulation run for the TMMC calculations. The MC
trials considered here included volume change trials, trial
particle displacements, identity change trials in which In and
Ga atoms were allowed to switch identities while keeping the
Al content unchanged, and a trial to swap positions of any
pair of the three group III elements~In, Ga, Al!. Separate
runs were performed for Al mole fractiony constant at regu-
lar intervals of 0.1 starting fromy50.0 (GaxIn12xN) to y
50.9. Free energies for Al compositions between these val-
ues were evaluated via interpolation of the excess Gibbs free
energy subsequently derived from the simulation data. Coex-
istence compositions were determined by minimizing the
Gibbs free energy of a composite system subject to the con-
straint of a fixed overall compositions. Studies were per-
formed for two temperatures: 773 K and 1273 K.
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B. Infinite-dilution behavior

We pay particular interest to the behavior at infinite di-
lution, as this is the condition for which the Ho-Stringfellow
study obtained the regular-solution mixing enthalpy via the
strain energy. We wish to consider the dependence of this
quantity on the temperature, to ascertain whether it is reason-
able to apply the zero-temperature~energy minimized! strain
energy for this purpose. We examined the temperature-
dependent infinite-dilution free energy of mixing as a func-
tion of temperature, from 0 K to the UCST. This information
can be obtained from the TMMC data, but we found that the
data for the In-rich systems was somewhat noisy, particularly
at low temperatures, and that alternative methods could be
applied to obtain better results for this purpose.

One approach that we applied is simple free-energy per-
turbation~FEP!.5 In this method, we simulate pure systems
~no solute, e.g., InN! and ‘‘rich’’ systems~with one solute
atom, e.g., substituting a Ga atom for one of the In atoms!
and evaluate their difference in Gibbs free energy by perturb-
ing into each other during the course of an isothermal-
isobaric MC simulation. Direct perturbation gives a result
that is no better than the TMMC calculation, so we applied
the overlap-sampling staging method to improve the quality
of the results.19,20 Briefly, if we designate the pure and rich
systems by 0 and 1, respectively, we perform perturbations
into an intermediate system, designatedW, with energy de-
fined as the maximum of the energies of the two systems of
interest for a given configuration: UW(rN)
5max@U0(r

N),U1(rN)#. We perform separate simulations of
the 0 and 1 systems, and evaluate the desired free-energy
difference in terms of the two FEP ensemble averages, thus

e2b~G12G0!5
^e2b~Uw2U0!&0

^e2b~Uw2U1!&1
. ~5!

We applied thermodynamic integration~TI! in tempera-
ture as the second approach to describe the infinite-dilution
behavior. The basic formula is

@bDG#~b!5@bDG#~b0!1E
0

b

@^bH&1~ b̂ !

2^bH&0~ b̂ !#db̂. ~6!

That is, the free-energy difference at one temperature
~designated by the reciprocal temperatureb! is given in
terms of its value at another temperatureb0 , plus an integral
over temperature involving the ensemble-average enthalpy
of the rich system̂bH&1 minus that of the pure system, each
evaluated at the~reciprocal! temperatureb̂. The rich and
pure ensemble-average enthalpies are measured in separate
simulations of the respective systems, so unlike the TMMC
and FEP methods, this approach requires no perturbation in-
volving an identity change of an atom. We take the reference
free-energy difference~at b0) to be that measured by the
TMMC and FEP simulations at the highest temperature to
which they are applied, where precise results can be obtained
by these methods. Integration can be extended to near-zero
temperature, allowing for a good comparison with the Ho-
Stringfellow energy-minimization results.

The results from either method give the infinite-dilution
Gibbs free energy for solvation of atomA in the pureB
nitride, DGB→A

` , or the atomB in the pure A nitride,
DGA→B

` . Then, to the extent that Eq.~3! applies, the infinite-
dilution solvation free energy is sufficient to determineV for
the AB pair, applying either limiting condition. The param-
eter relates to the solvation free energy as follows:

VAB5H DGA→B
` 1~gAN

o 2gBN
o ! B dilute

DGB→A
` 1~gBN

o 2gAN
o ! A dilute,

, ~7!

wheregAN
o andgBN

o are the molar Gibbs free energies of the
pure AN and BN systems. This is the generalization to finite
temperatures of the Ho-Stringfellow approach to evaluateV
using the zero-temperature strain energy. Of course, the real
mixture will deviate from Eq.~3! to some extent, and this
will cause the two limiting cases to yield different values for
V, as observed also by Ho and Stringfellow.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. GaxInzN

1. Phase diagram

The free energy and phase behavior of the GaxInzN (y
50) system, as given by the methods described here, was
recently reported.6 The miscibility diagram shows a UCST of
1550 K which is slightly higher than that determined by Ho
and Stringfellow. One expects the regular-solution treatment
to overestimate the UCST, and the fact that it does not is
explained by a compensating inaccuracy in using theT
50 K values of the infinite-dilution free energy of mixing.
The study also found that the excess entropy is practically
zero and that the excess enthalpy is effectively independent
of temperature.

2. Local composition

There are 12 nearest In or Ga neighbors for every group
III atom in the zinc blende structure. Thus for a completely
random mixture~such as that assumed in the derivation of
regular-solution theory! of the GaxInzN alloy, the number of
nearest-neighbor In atoms surrounding a central In atom
should be 12z. One would expect that at lower temperatures,
below the UCST, the tendency to phase separate would give
rise to some nonrandomness in the local compositions, such
that clusters of pure InN regions and pure GaN regions
would be observed. The presence of such clusters would be
important practically, as they would affect the electronic
properties of the material. Quantitatively, the effect of clus-
tering would cause the average number of nearest-neighbor
In atoms surrounding a core In atom to be greater than that
for a random mixture. Surprisingly, our simulation results
indicate the opposite trend. Data for three compositions~viz.,
x50.25,x50.50,x50.75) and three different system sizes
~216, 512, and 1000 particles! are summarized in Fig. 1, and
in more detail in Fig. 2~a!. The latter figure shows the histo-
gram of neighbor counts for all In atoms in the system. At an
equimolar composition of In0.5Ga0.5N ~for example!, in a
completely random mixture this histogram should have a
peak at 6, but simulation results show the peak at 5.6. Figure
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2~b! further shows the migration of the peak with tempera-
ture. As the temperature increases from 673 K to 1273 K, we
notice that the distribution remains centered around the same
value. However, for a temperature of 1800 K, which is
higher than the critical temperature of 1550 K, the probabil-
ity distribution peaks closer to the random mixture value of
6.0.

The simulation results indicate that in all cases there is a
small but significant deviation towards alower In-In local
mole fraction, and that this behavior is not caused by a spu-
rious finite-size effect. Perhaps the result is an anomalous
feature of the molecular model; regardless it is an unex-
pected phenomenon that could benefit from further study.

Additional details, including analysis of the volume of
mixing ~which is found to be nearly ideal, in line with Veg-
ard’s law! and bond lengths, are presented elsewhere.21

B. Al yInzN

In this alloy, the lattice constants of the pure binary con-
stituents are more than 12% apart indicating that this alloy
will be immiscible up to a considerably high temperature;
this expectation is borne out by the results of the simulations.

1. Phase diagram

The miscibility diagram determined by TMMC simula-
tions is shown in Fig. 3 which also includes the Ho and
Stringfellow phase diagram, which was determined using
V511.45 kcal/mol. The UCST as determined from Ho and
Stringfellow regular-solution calculations gives 2882 K,
which unlike that for the InGaN system, is as expected above
the simulation UCST of 2700 K. Regular-solution theory
with a temperature-dependent interaction parameter yields a
UCST in agreement with the simulation result, again indicat-
ing that the theory is valid for this system. From Fig. 4
showing theV calculation, we can observe that the TMMC,
FEP, and TI calculations are in good mutual agreement.
Moreover their extrapolation toT50 K appears to agree
with the Ho and Stringfellow value ofV for InN as solute,

FIG. 1. The nearest neighbors of In atoms around a central In atom as a
function of composition in the InxGa12xN alloy for different simulation
system sizes. The random mixture line is 12x, which holds to the extent that
regular-solution theory is valid.

FIG. 2. Histogram of count of In atoms in~any of 12! nearest-neighbor
positions about a central In atom in the InxGa12xN alloy with x50.5. Curve
labeled ‘‘random’’ describes simulation results for an equimolar ideal alloy
~all atoms having identical interactions; random mixture!. ~a! Simulation
system-size dependence atT5673.15 K; ~b! temperature dependence for
system of 256 atoms.

FIG. 3. Miscibility diagram for InxAl12xN alloy. The Ho-Stringfellow curve
is regular-solution theory usingV511.45 kcal/mol. The curve labeledV~T!
is regular-solution theory with temperature dependentV given as an average
of the infinite-dilution values reported in Fig. 4. The circles describe results
of TMMC calculations for a 216-particle system.
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but the AlN-solute extrapolation shows considerable dis-
agreement, as seen in the InGaN case.6 The excess properties
are presented in Fig. 5, where we observe the same trends
seen in the InGaN system: the excess molar entropy is ap-
proximately zero and the excess enthalpy is independent of
temperature, both in support of regular-solution theory.

2. Local composition

For this system the local compositions behave in a way
consistent with expectations. The probability distribution of
neighboring In atoms around a core In atom in this alloy at
673 K andz50.25, 0.5, 0.75 indicates that there is a greater

concentration of In atoms around In atoms than would be
found in a random alloy. This behavior fits with the inclina-
tion of the system at this temperature to form separate InN
and AlN phases. Results are presented in Fig. 6.

C. GaxAl yN

The lattice constant for pure GaN is 4.52 Å and that for
pure AlN is 4.38 Å. Hence, the lattice mismatch in this alloy
is only about 3%, which means that this alloy is miscible at
temperatures above room temperature. The simulation results
in this study agree with this expectation.

1. Phase diagram

TMMC simulation results for the miscibility diagram are
shown in Fig. 7, including the Ho and Stringfellow result,

FIG. 4. Regular-solution interaction parameter for the InxAl12xN alloy, de-
termined by calculation of the Gibbs free energy of solvation at infinite
dilution. The filled markers indicate values for InN as a solute in otherwise
pure AlN, while the open markers are the complementary case of AlN dilute
in InN. Values are computed using the overlap sampling@Eq. ~5!# and ther-
modynamic integration@Eq. ~6!# methods, as indicated. The Ho and String-
fellow ~see Ref. 9! interaction parameters are also shown in the figure at
T50. Additionally, results from the application of the TMMC method at
infinite dilution are presented.

FIG. 5. Mixing properties as a function of composition at different tempera-
tures for the InxAl12xN alloy. The molar mixing Gibbs free energy is rep-
resented by the filled markers, while the open symbols describe the excess
enthalpy HE and ~minus! the excess entropy times the temperature
(2TSE), as indicated.

FIG. 6. Histogram of count of In atoms in~any of 12! nearest-neighbor
positions about a central In atom in the InxAl12xN alloy at 673 K and three
compositionsx, as indicated. For a random distribution, the peaks should be
at 3, 6, and 9 forx50.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively.

FIG. 7. Miscibility diagram for AlxGa12xN alloy. The Ho-Stringfellow
curve is regular-solution theory usingV50.88 kcal/mol. The curve labeled
V~T! is regular-solution theory with temperature dependentV given as an
average of the infinite-dilution values reported in Fig. 8. The circles describe
results of TMMC calculations for a 216-particle system.
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which uses a constantVGaAl of 0.88 kcal/mol. The UCST as
determined from regular-solution calculations is 221 K
whereas the temperature-dependent interaction parameter re-
sults in UCST of 197 K, which is about equal to the TMMC
simulation UCST of'195 K. From Fig. 8, showing theV
calculation, we can observe that the three methods used to
characterize the infinite-dilution behavior are once again in
good agreement. TheT50 intercept again shows some dis-
crepancy with Ho and Stringfellow result, this time yielding
interaction parameters lower than those previously reported.
In Fig. 9, we see again that the excess molar entropy is
approximately zero, although in this case there is a notice-

able deviation from zero. The deviation is still much smaller
than the excess enthalpy, and consequently it has little influ-
ence on the mixture behavior.

2. Local composition

Figure 10 shows the nearest neighbors of Al atoms
around a core Al atom as a function of composition in the
alloy, and the data show a significant deviation from random
mixing at all three temperatures studied, even though 100 K
is lower than UCST and the other two temperatures~500 K
and 1000 K! are much higher than the UCST. The deviation
from random mixing is really quite large, such that for the
equimolar system each Al atom is, on average, surrounded
by two additional Al atoms at the expense of the Ga atoms.
This indicates short range ordering which contradicts the
regular-solution assumption of randomly mixed alloys, and is
consistent with the nonzero excess entropy observed in Fig.
9. It is rather surprising that this mixture, which among the
ones studied has the greatest lattice match, also shows the
greatest deviation from random mixing. An explanation
might lie in the fact that we are studying this system at tem-
peratures generally lower than examined in the other systems
~because the UCST is lower!, but even when going to 1000
K we still observe the same degree of deviation from the
random case. Indeed, over the range studied, there seems to
be no effect of temperature at all.

D. GaxAl yInzN

We are now ready to turn to the quaternary alloy, but
first let us consider the consistency of the ternaries when
taken together. If we arbitrarily assign the free energy of pure
GaN to be zero,gGaN50 kcal/mol at 1273 K, the TMMC
calculations performed for InGaN can be used to determine
the relative free energy of pure InN, and from this we get
gInN52101.44 kcal/mol. This value used in conjunction
with the TMMC data for GaAlN then permit us to determine
gAlN534.09 kcal/mol. We can then complete the cycle with

FIG. 8. Regular-solution interaction parameter for the AlxGa12xN alloy. The
filled markers indicate values for GaN as a solute in otherwise pure AlN,
while the open markers are the complementary case of AlN dilute in GaN.
Values are computed using the overlap sampling@Eq. ~5!# and thermody-
namic integration@Eq. ~6!# methods, as indicated. The Ho and Stringfellow
~see Ref. 9! interaction parameters are also shown in the figure atT50.
Additionally, results from the application of the TMMC method at infinite
dilution are presented.

FIG. 9. Mixing properties as a function of composition at different tempera-
tures for the AlxGa12xN alloy. The molar mixing Gibbs free energy is rep-
resented by the filled markers, while the open symbols describe the excess
enthalpy HE and ~minus! the excess entropy times the temperature
(2TSE), as indicated.

FIG. 10. The number of nearest neighbors of Al atoms around a central Al
atom as a function of composition in the AlxGa12xN alloy for different
simulation system sizes. The random mixture line is 12x, which holds to the
extent that regular-solution theory is valid.
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the data for InAlN, and upon returning to pure GaN we have
gGaN50.04 kcal/mol. Clearly, this is close to the value of 0
kcal/mol originally assigned to this compound, and the
agreement indicates that the quality of the data for the re-
spective ternaries is quite good.

As described above, we computed the free energy of the
quaternary compound by performing TMMC calculations
along a path of constant Al fraction, performing changes that
swap the identities of the In and Ga atoms. We did this for
0.1 increments iny, from 0.1 to 0.9. The Gibbs free energy of
mixing thus determined as a function of~x, y!, we minimize
it to get the ternary phase diagram shown in Fig. 11 for two
temperatures 773 K@Fig. 11~a!# and 1273 K@Fig. 11~b!#.
Also shown are the regular-solution binodal and the spinodal
isotherms determined using the interaction parameters deter-
mined in the ternary-compound studies. Similar regular-
solution calculations for this quaternary system~but in the
wurtzite structure! have previously been reported by
Matsuoka.22 The binodal isotherms at both temperatures
show excellent agreement with the simulation data, with the
higher-temperature isotherm just slightly displaced from the

regular-solution result. It is notable that the interaction pa-
rameters for the ternary compounds succeed in describing the
phase behavior of the full quaternary.

Finally, we note another point of consistency in the
simulation data. The simulations of the quaternary system
begin with free energies of the GaAlN ternary, and proceed
at constant Al content~y! until reaching the InAlN ternary.
The result is a free energy profile for InAlN that is obtained
independent of the data described in Sec. III B. Comparison
of these free-energy profiles~not shown! finds that they are
in agreement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The application of regular-solution theory to InGaAlN
alloys has not previously been tested, and this work shows
that it is a good approximation for all the ternary and qua-
ternary alloys studied here. This conclusion is most signifi-
cantly borne out by the approximately zero values for the
molar excess entropies, as well as by the good description
that regular-solution theory provides for the phase behavior
in comparison to simulation. Local compositions exhibit be-
haviors that are difficult to explain. Slight desegregation is
observed in the InGaN ternary, while the other ternaries tend
toward aggregation of like atoms. The effect is greatest in
GaAlN, the system with the least lattice mismatch.
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